FinTechs –
Post trade
needs you!
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errors and drive resolution that
automatically feeds back into
the in-house representation of
the transaction, timelines for
settlement readiness should be
radically reduced. This can go
further as the ability to participate
in these collaboration venues and
the associated network should
drive standardisation of data
representing the transaction,
and its status. This reduces the
potential for error.
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t Ascendant
Strategy we think
the innovation
engines at fintech
organisations need
to grasp an opportunity by
focussing on tools that support
post-trade collaboration and data
standardisation. Why?
First off, a little background. In
the securities world, there is
generally a gap between trade
execution (buy Vodafone shares
at market!) and settlement
(Vodafone shares arrive in your
account, money comes out of
your account). This gets referred
to as “T+n settlement” where n is
the number of business days (yes,
days…) in between the two events.
Most markets now operate on a
T+2 basis, some are looking to
move to T+1 (in the US, the SEC
just announced an intention to do
this at end of Q1 2024).
What this means is that all the
processes that need to take
place to settle a trade will need

to happen quicker. This shouldn’t
be an issue if everything is set up
correctly, but for a surprisingly
large number of reasons, it’s
quite frequently the case that
manual intervention (usually
associated with calls/emails to
counterparties) is required to
get to that point. Also it’s quite
frequently the case that things
do not get fixed and settlement
does not happen – it “fails”. New
regulation in the EU (CSDR) can
make this expensive, particularly
if the fail duration is extended.
As settlement cycles shorten,
tools which accelerate the
“fixing” are critical, and if they
can do so by eliminating phone
calls and emails, all the better.
What we see as highly effective
are collaboration tools that
compensate for the fragmented
business processes and
application architectures that
support these events within the
buying and selling organisations.
By creating a ‘shared view of
the truth’ and using this to see

We observe that over the last
few years, organisations are
much less resistant to these kind
of collaborative approaches,
especially where they improve
costly, non-value add processes.
If the provider of the service is
not a competitor, or group of
competitors, so much the better
and this is one of the reasons why
fintechs have an opportunity.
So as settlement cycles reduce
(and T+0 will not be far behind
T+1), what we are seeing is
increasingly a drive to move
“post trade” activities to “pre
trade” – for example, ensuring
in the case of a securities sale
that the securities are verified
as available to sell, compared
to the typical existing process
of doing this after execution has
taken place. There has been
much talk of DLT solutions being
the enabler for “instantaneous”
settlement, where the trade is
executed and settled literally at
the same time: no time for fixes!
There will have to be a substantial
change to business processes to
allow this technological possibility
to become process reality. And
we think that fintechs who can
provide the collaboration tools to
support these changes are key to
making this happen.
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eing recognized as
one of the most
influential financial
technology firms of
2022 is an enormous
honor and is testament to the
efforts of everyone at 10x Banking
who are united in our mission to
transform banking.
When I launched 10x back in
2016 there were two questions
that I wanted to solve. One –
why don’t banks work better for
their customers? And two – why

hasn’t technology created true
transformation in the financial
services industry?
Banks often seem to be focused
on selling products as opposed
to recognizing that for most
people, dealing with their finances
is boring or intimidating even
though it is an essential part of
their everyday lives. Take buying
a house. People really care about
buying their own home, but no
one gets excited about getting a
mortgage. What I wanted to do at

10x better:
How to
empower true
transformation
with our
technology

10x is improve peoples’ lives by
making it easier, faster, cheaper,
and better to engage with their
finances.
When I was CEO at Barclays, I
became convinced of the need
to transform the organization
through technology, but I couldn’t
find the right tech. So, when I
left, I came up with the idea of
creating a tech platform that
would allow banks to transform
themselves and make them 10x
better at everything – and that
was how 10x was born.
What makes 10x unique is that
we bring deep financial industry
domain expertise together with
deep cloud native technology
understanding. We’ve had
decades of experience inside the
banking industry. We understand
that banking is really about data,
but that banks are also very
inefficient at handling data. We
realized that if you can make that
process more efficient, you can
have a more effective bank – but
to do that you really need to
understand the underlying data
as well as the technology that
enables it.
That really underpins our culture
at 10x. Our North Star is all about
making banking 10x better and
that is exciting and motivating to
be a part of. Financial services
impact everybody’s lives, and
so our values and our sense of
purpose orbit around the idea
that we are all here to transform
banking and make it better for
customers, for banks and for
society as a whole. We have a
phrase at 10x that is a play on
Facebook’s former slogan ‘move
fast and break things’. We say
move fast and don’t break things.
This is financial services and so
you can’t afford to break things
because you’re dealing with
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